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About This Game

Minimal is unique logic game with simple controls and addictive gameplay. There is no story, no clutter - everything is simple,
minimalistic. Whole game tries to keep you focused on one simple goal, which is solving current puzzle.

To solve the puzzle, you need to click on a tile to change the colors of its neighboring tiles so that the expected pattern is
reached. We have prepared lots of challenging levels, each including a PAR that displays the minimum number of turns

necessary to complete the level. While appearing deceptively easy, the gameplay gets progressively harder to ensure the player is
challenged at all times.

Minimal is very challenging and it will require a lot of brains to solve all the content. But don't worry, if you get stuck you can
always go to other levels and come back later.

Features

250 hand-made levels

Simple rules & controls

Hours of challenging gameplay
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Title: Minimal
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Gammosaur
Publisher:
Gammosaur
Release Date: 16 Dec, 2016

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo

Graphics: Intel integrated graphics
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Awesome puzzle game. Really not for the weak minded. But the good part is, if you ever get stuck in a level, you can try other
branches to get to the next level. And it is even better to play with the steam controller. ;). After going through puzzles up TIER
16 (each tier has progressivly more puzzles per tier), and i gotta say it gets really reptetetive, until that point there were no more
gimmicks or add-ons that makes the puzzle feel more intricate, execpt on a select few maps there is this mirror affect where if
you activate one tile on one side the counterpart also activates. Its just to bad that this really feels frustrating to try and plan
around.

So sadly already this game is worse than a free puzzle game on my phone :\/

To add insult to injury the game is roughly 80 tiers of around 5+ levels per tier, so even if you get more features as you progress
it will drive you mad trying to actually complete such a long game that has the excuse- oh sorry i mean "theme" of being
minimalistic, ergo there is nothing but these 400~ puzzles, no soundtrack, no visualy pleasing backround, no clever story
supporting it. nope just you doing puzzles for 3\u20ac.

I will disclaim that as puzzles go im really not a big fan of this perticular puzzles style either, all it is, is clicking a tile and the 9
adjacent tiles "activate" and activating an activated tile deactiviates it etc.

Im also going to mention the difficulty is really out of control. And i get that you might think im just dumb but thats not what i
really mean, what i mean is for some reason the creators thought itd be smart to make certain tiles nonn clickable, so you are
actually limited in what options to solve the puzzles wich makes the puzzles with kind of obvious patterns to become actual no-
brainers. But at the other end some puzzles can have you just sit there and rageclick hoping to make yourself see the pattern.

bottom line is, if you like the nine tile activation style puzzle enough to do roughly 400 the go ahed, but if you are skeptic or just
curious i really do recommend not bothering and instead getting one of the hunderds puzzle apps for your phone or just go to
google and type in "free puzzle game" and chances are itl be just as good or even better.. After going through puzzles up TIER
16 (each tier has progressivly more puzzles per tier), and i gotta say it gets really reptetetive, until that point there were no more
gimmicks or add-ons that makes the puzzle feel more intricate, execpt on a select few maps there is this mirror affect where if
you activate one tile on one side the counterpart also activates. Its just to bad that this really feels frustrating to try and plan
around.

So sadly already this game is worse than a free puzzle game on my phone :\/

To add insult to injury the game is roughly 80 tiers of around 5+ levels per tier, so even if you get more features as you progress
it will drive you mad trying to actually complete such a long game that has the excuse- oh sorry i mean "theme" of being
minimalistic, ergo there is nothing but these 400~ puzzles, no soundtrack, no visualy pleasing backround, no clever story
supporting it. nope just you doing puzzles for 3\u20ac.

I will disclaim that as puzzles go im really not a big fan of this perticular puzzles style either, all it is, is clicking a tile and the 9
adjacent tiles "activate" and activating an activated tile deactiviates it etc.

Im also going to mention the difficulty is really out of control. And i get that you might think im just dumb but thats not what i
really mean, what i mean is for some reason the creators thought itd be smart to make certain tiles nonn clickable, so you are
actually limited in what options to solve the puzzles wich makes the puzzles with kind of obvious patterns to become actual no-
brainers. But at the other end some puzzles can have you just sit there and rageclick hoping to make yourself see the pattern.

bottom line is, if you like the nine tile activation style puzzle enough to do roughly 400 the go ahed, but if you are skeptic or just
curious i really do recommend not bothering and instead getting one of the hunderds puzzle apps for your phone or just go to
google and type in "free puzzle game" and chances are itl be just as good or even better.. Awesome puzzle game. Really not for
the weak minded. But the good part is, if you ever get stuck in a level, you can try other branches to get to the next level. And it
is even better to play with the steam controller. ;)
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